The Women Chemists Committee of the Toledo Section, ACS
and
The Northwest Ohio Chapter of AWIS

Invite you to

Career Transitions
A Panel Discussion

Monday, January 31, 2011
6:00 – 8:00 pm
Franciscan Theater and Conference Center
Lourdes College
Board Room

Panelists from industry, academia and government will share their tips and
warnings for the transition from college to career. Bring your questions!

Marilyn DuFour - Senior Environmental Specialist, City of Toledo
Tina Hubbell - Technical Specialist, Chemistry at NAmSA
Joanna Hinton – Faculty, Chemistry, University of Toledo
Christa Graham – Graduate Student, Chemistry, University of Toledo

Appetizers and Beverages will be provided.

Reservations appreciated!
Facebook @ Toledo Section ACS
Tina Hubbell (tthubbell@accesstoledo.com) 419-461-9667
Please Respond by January 27th